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Question 1

The focal point of an Early Christian church with its altar is the
a.	apse.
b.	clerestory.
c.	nave.
d.	narthex.
[hide]07_14_Early Christian Art_Remember_7[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564227

Question 2

In Toulouse-Lautrec’s Jane Avril, which of the following is a particularly strong influence?
a.	pointillism
b.	synthetism
c.	japonisme
d.	passage technique
[hide]18_30_Post-Impressionism_Understand_18[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564593

Question 3

Which artist carried the “organic” principle the furthest, incorporating it even into the structure of his architecture?
a.	Antoni Gaudi
b.	William Morris
c.	Louis Sullivan
d.	Gustave Eiffel
[hide]18_09_Academic and Anti-Academic Art_Understand_18[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564572

Question 4

What did Veronese change about his Feast in the House of Levi from traditional scenes of the same subject?
a.	He removed the German soldiers.
b.	He changed the architectural setting.
c.	He revised the title of the work.
d.	He removed the dogs.
[hide]13_14_Italian Art of the High Renaissance_Understand_13[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564415

Question 5

What caused repeated rebellions in the early seventeenth century in Spain?
a.	the economic decline of agriculture and trade
b.	religious disagreements
c.	failing monarchy
d.	excess spending by the ruling class
[hide]14_07_Spain_Understand_14[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564441

Question 6

What is the subject matter of Column of Trajan?
a.	Trajan’s successful campaign against the Dacians
b.	Rome’s victory of Jerusalem 
c.	a dedication to the Roman gods Mars and Venus
d.	a decorative signpost for Trajan’s market
[hide]06_29_Imperial Rome_Understand_6[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564199

Question 7

Which artist studied Alberti’s theoretical treatises and wrote his own on perspective, geometry, and volumetric construction?
a.	Sandro Botticelli
b.	Andrea Mantegna
c.	Giovanni Bellini
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d.	Piero della Francesca
[hide]12_25_Urbino, Mantua, Venice, and Rome_Understand_12[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564394

Question 8

Ludwig Mies van der Rohe was a
a.	Bauhaus architect.
b.	De Stijl architect.
c.	Purist architect.
d.	Neo-Baroque architect.
[hide]20_27_Postwar Architecture and Public Memorials_Remember_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564663

Question 9

What did Duchamp call found objects—that is, ordinary manufactured items?
a.	readymades
b.	collage
c.	Suprematism
d.	Prouns
[hide]19_10_Early Modernism in Europe_Understand_19[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564609

Question 10

Why was Nocturne in Black and Gold, The Falling Rocket by James Abbott McNeill Whistler a controversial work? Discuss the formal characteristics.
[hide]18_32_Academic and Anti-Academic Art_Apply and Analyze_18[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564595

Question 11

For which subject is Judith Leyster best known?
a.	genre scenes
b.	mythological scenes
c.	religious subjects
d.	portraiture
[hide]14_20_Dutch Republic_Understand_14[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564454

Question 12

In Benin sculpture, such as that of the iyoba, what represents Olokun, the Lord of the Great Waters?
a.	a Portuguese soldier
b.	a mudfish
c.	a panther
d.	coral-beads
[hide]16_06_Early African Art_Understand_16[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564500

Question 13

The Seagram Building in New York is one of the finest examples of which style of architecture?
a.	Postmodernism
b.	Historicism
c.	International Style
d.	Beaux-Arts
[hide]20_26_Postwar Architecture and Public Memorials_Understand_20[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564662

Question 14

What united the Inca Empire?
a.	a common language
b.	a unified ethnic group
c.	a state religion
d.	wheeled vehicles
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[hide]15_11_South America: The Central Andes_Understand_15[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564475

Question 15

What art form influenced the bowl with kufic border from Samarkand?
a.	Chinese porcelain
b.	Korean celadon
c.	Greek pottery
d.	Byzantine mosaic
[hide]08_12_Early Islamic Art_Understand_8[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564258

Question 16

Which art movement aimed to attack everything old, dull, “feminine,” and safe and promote the “masculine,” including warfare and speed?
a.	Dada
b.	Orphism
c.	Suprematism
d.	Futurism
[hide]19_07_Early Modernism in Europe_Understand_19[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564606

Question 17

Discuss The Tetrarchs in regards to what has happened to the tradition of Roman verism.
[hide]06_33_Late Empire_Apply and Analyze_6[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564203

Question 18

Why did William Hogarth create reproduction prints of his painting series Marriage a la Mode?
a.	to include in his essays
b.	to divide between his children
c.	to elevate his status
d.	to reach a greater audience
[hide]17_05_Moralizing Narratives and Portraits_Understand_17[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564537

Question 19

British eighteenth-century painting favored which of the following as a theme?
a.	moralizing scenes
b.	religious history
c.	classical mythology
d.	high-minded history
[hide]17_07_Moralizing Narratives and Portraits_Remember_17[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564539

Question 20

Which of the following is an image of a holy person?
a.	mandorla
b.	icon
c.	cherub
d.	cloison
[hide]07_23_Early Byzantine Art_Remember_7[/hide]
Answer: https://biology-forums.com/index.php?topic=564236
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